In the medical area, almost all users want to retrieve biomedical bibliographic information. Several previous researches proved that the most common information resource used by clinicians was MEDLINE literature. However, it should be developed more sophisticated method of retrieving biomedical information due to its domain specific difficulty.
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A test collection has three basic components which are document set, query topic of user's information need and relevance judgments. A set of relevance judgment of which documents are relevant to each query is also called query based relevance sets (qrels) and it is indispensable to quantify how accurate the system performs. However, it is the most difficult part to be constructed as it requires tremendously labor intensive task by human experts. Fundamentally, this process is done by several person who make a decision of which document is pertinent to the query topic after reading the entire documents and queries. Due to huge amount of time, effort, and even financial support, a variety of recent approaches to create test collections with very few or no relevance judgment have been previously studied [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Soboroff et al. [8] hypothesized the statistic sampling from document pool could generate a set of "pseudo-qrels". Wu and Crestani [9] had an advanced work regarding judgmentfree evaluation by concerning the relationship among the retrieved documents in a pool. Efron [6] suggested an approach that utilize "aspect query" to construct pseudo-qrels without human assessment. The notion of aspect query is a textual instantiation of user's information need. It can be related in diverse ways, such as paraphrasing, generalizing or emphasizing of the information need. Unlike previous approaches, he aimed to generate new query which can bring up differing facets of the topic and make pseudo-qrels on behalf of human assessment. However, it was not proven whether this method could be chosen to create gold standard qrels in biomedical domain. In addition, it was also needed to be analyzed such as worker's distribution in query generation or the number of queries enough to take out appropriate relevant document in detail.
In the medical domain, the medical terminology and particular background knowledge is highly specific than any other one. Furthermore, biomedical information retrieval should be able to handle those domain related terms [11, 12] . Because of such specificity, there are few kinds of developed test collection to evaluate the performance of biomedical documents retrieval system [4, 5] .
We designed an experiment to validate a usability of whether the method using aspect query could be adopted to build a biomedical test collection. The core idea of this paper is about the unique aspect of a query. For clarity, we explain the concept of aspect query. It might be an elaboration, rephrasing, specification, or generalization of the original query. Data used in this study was supported by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the main organization of Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) [13] . TREC Genomics track -one of the subtasks in TREC track, aims to encourage biomedical retrieval research [14] [15] [16] . Genomics collection contains subset of MEDLINE document sets and biological or clinical query topics and it was used to generate new aspect query. The submitted result runs at 2004 Genomics track were used to compare rank orderings according to the different gold standard.
The objective of this study is to examine the method using multiple query representation to build qrels regarding biomedical literature. In this paper, we describe an experimental evaluation that was analyzed rank orderings by a number of multiple aspect queries based qrels from single IR system. Our study is appealing to two main senses. First, unlike most judgment-free evaluation research, a collection of highly domain-dependent biomedical literature is concerned. Second, we verified aspect query-based approach with regards to many different factors, such as the number of top documents to be collected, query generating workers, etc.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the detailed method about aspect query considered in this study and experimental system chosen for the experiment. Section 3 shows our experimental results. Section 4 discusses correlations on different gold standards, between the original qrels made by TREC and aspect qrels found by experimental results and focuses on the performance of aspect qrel generated from aspect queries. Our conclusions are also presented in section 4.
II. Methods
To verify aspect query method which used to generate gold standard for a collection without undue human assessment, we firstly made multiple aspect queries regarding fifty kinds of topic in TREC genomics track. We ran each query against a subset of MEDLINE document set along with BM25 retrieval model in terrier IR test beds. Based on the assumption that collecting top 100 documents retrieved by aspect query are possible to be relevant, aspect-qrel was generated. Figure 1 illustrates the methodology used in this experiment.
In this study, forty-six of submitted result data at 2004 TREC genomics track were supported by NIST and used to compare for validation of proposed method [17] . We evaluated the retrieval performance with different gold standards, made by TREC human assessors and by aspect queries. According to the mean average precision (MAP) score, rank ordering was concerned to be calculated the correlations among the qrels through this study.
Test Collection
We used a collection from TREC genomics track as a test collection. The test collection is a subset of the MEDLINE database, which is itself a bibliographic database of important, peer-reviewed medical literature maintained by the National Library of Medicine (NLM). In 2004 genomics track, it contains 4,591,008 MEDLINE references on biology, medical or pharmacology and 50 topics (queries) derived from interviews eliciting information needs of real biologists [18] . Table 1 shows the collection data used in this study. Each query consists of information needs for which a biologist might search the literature and that retrieve reasonable documents. Relevance judgments corresponding to each query are provided using the scale of "definitely relevant," "possibly relevant, " and "not relevant. "
In our experiments, we limited relevant documents to those judged as definitely relevant; thus, documents obtained by aspect queries assumed to be definitely relevant.
Creating Multiple Aspect Queries
A strong focus in information retrieval task is to discover pertinent items, which could be relevant to user's information need. To accomplish this objective, aspect queries were generated manually by 15 recruited college students. Aspect queries were created with regards to biomedical topics, such as correlation between DNA repair pathways and skin cancer, substrate modification by ubiquitin, or cause of scleroderma. All of participants were given a set of 50 topics, and they read all fields in the topic. The components of topic structure were topic id, title, need, and context. A short title could be viewed as the type of query, along with an abbreviated statement of information need as usual that might be submitted to the IR system. In need field, a full statement of information need is described. Context field was written about background information to place information need in context.
During the aspect creation, new query was made against the original one in order to express different facets. All participants could refer given topic fields and other online resources such as Korean Medical Library Engine (KMLE) and Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) by NLM websites [19, 20] . Finally, we obtained four aspect queries for each of 50 genomics track topics. For example, topic number 8 "correlation between DNA repair and skin cancer" had four aspect queries as follows: DNA repair gene mutation in skin cancer, DNA repair and skin carcinogenesis, pyrimidine dimer removal and XRCC3 associated with melanoma skin cancer.
Creating Gold Standards Using Aspect Queries
To create a set of pseudo-qrels with aspect queries for a given topic, we ran each aspect queries against the document collection, using BM25 retrieval model. BM25 is considered During the run 1,000 documents were retrieved against each aspect queries. Aspect-qrels were attained by collecting the union of top K documents retrieved for all four aspect queries. Duplicated documents were considered as one and others were removed. The tunable parameter K is set to 100 in this process (Figure 2 ).
Evaluation Measure
In order to evaluate our experimental results, we primarily used MAP as the evaluation metric for retrieval effectiveness. MAP is the mean value of the average precisions computed from multiple queries where the average precision of each query is calculated by the average on precisions at each retrieved relevant document. MAP serves as a good measure of the overall ranking accuracy, and it favors systems that retrieve relevant documents early in the ranking. In all experiments, the measures were evaluated for the 100 top-ranked retrieved documents. We classified MAP according to gold standard used to compute, qrels made by TREC and aspectqrels generated in this study. In particular, MAP computed by aspect-qrels was called aMAP.
Rank Correlation Analysis
Correlation analysis is the method to compute the statistical relationship between two quantities. Furthermore, a rank correlation coefficient is used to measure the degree of similarity between two rankings and to evaluate its significance, such as Spearman's rank correlation coefficient (rho) and Kendall's rank correlation coefficient (tau). The coefficient is inside the interval -1 to 1 and assumes if the value is -1 then one ranking is the reverse of the other, and if the value is 1 then two rankings are identical. In general, Spearman's correlation coefficient is widely used for measuring relations among rank orderings.
The question to figure out in our analysis is, to which degree does evaluation performance calculated by judgmentfree aspect-qrels correlate with evaluation performance calculated by original human-judged TREC qrels. In our case, evaluation performance by aspect-qrels is aMAP and the other one is MAP. In order to analyze correlations, we measured rank correlations with two metrics, Kendall's tau and Spearman's rho coefficient. If the rank ordering by aMAP correlates highly with the ranking by MAP, it is likely to say that aspect query based qrels without human assessment could be confirmed the validity for a gold standard as much as human-judged qrels is worth. The significance test was www.e-hir.org
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performed under p-value < 0.01.
III. Results
In this section, we primarily report the experimental results for performance computed by different document-query relevance qrels. Submitted run results from 46 teams participated in 2004 genomics track were supported by NIST, the organization of TREC conference. In our approach, the rank ordering computed by MAP was used as baseline. This baseline was used as the reference for comparing evaluation performance.
2004 Genomics Track Runs
The goal of the TREC genomics track is to create test collections for evaluation of information retrieval and related tasks in the genomics domain. In 2004 genomics track, several teams submitted their retrieval runs and the overall results were released in online after the competition. Ad hoc task, which data was used in our experiment was a standard ad hoc retrieval task using topics obtained from real biomedical research scientists and document from a large subset of the MEDLINE bibliographic database. The document collection for ad hoc retrieval task was a 10-year subset of MEDLINE. Based on MAP, ranking order of participated teams was presented. Runs were calculated using the trec_eval program, a standard scoring system for TREC. To figure out whether aMAP computed by judgment-free aspect-qrels correlates with MAP computed by original human-judged TREC qrels, we formulated rank orderings for runs according to priority of aMAP in descending order. Given a set of 46 IR runs, we rank systems from best-to-worst-performing with respect to MAP and aMAP made through this study. Figure 3 shows system rankings based on aMAPs using aspect query qrels and MAP using TREC qrel for each runs.
Rank Correlation
In our experimental result, Spearman's rho coefficient showed high correlations by up to 0.863 between rankings derived by TREC qrels and aspect query based qrels ( Table 2 ).
The average values of whole correlations were 0.6694 in tau and 0.831 in rho under p-value < 0.01. Figure 4 shows tau and rho rank correlations between system rankings obtained by the official TREC MAP and aspect query based on aMAP.
IV. Discussion
In our study for appropriate method to generate a gold standard set in the biomedical retrieval, we supposed to look into the core effects of aspect query method used for constructing relevance judgment without human assessments.
The Effect of Aspect Pool Depth on Correlation
Aspect queries suggested to be a source for making relevance judgment are used by taking the top N documents from retrieved pool. In this process, the tunable parameter N was considered to be 100 for the first time. Following TREC terminology we called the number of N to be an aspect pool depth and analyzed the number of pool depth for its correlation. We hypothesized the correlation would be increased as the pool depth becomes deeper. Figure 5 illustrates that most of data correlations were increased highly within the range of 50 to 100 documents. According to this result, we can argue that the tunable parameter should be in the range of 50 to 100 for composing pseudo-relevant documents.
The Effect of the Number of Aspect Queries on Correlation
The number of aspect queries to get retrieved documents was set to 4. We assumed that there should be a transition or differential threshold as the number of aspect queries increasing. However, there is any regular formula within the number of queries. According to this result, we can argue that there should be needed to figure the relationship out for a definite number of aspect queries.
Comparative Analysis between Single and Union of
Aspect Queries We contextualized the relationship among the singles queries, the average correlation with four aspect queries and the 
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union of four aspect queries. The average for single queries was calculated an arithmetic mean. Figure 6 illustrates that the rho correlations on the union of four aspect queries showed higher correlations than arithmetic average value in principle. Clearly, correlations computed by aspect-qrels perform higher than others (Table 3 ).
Baseline Correlation among Different Retrieval Models
In our approach, BM25 retrieval model was applied as our "seed system" to retrieve queries and document, also produce aspect-qrel files. Our seed system used Porter's stemmer and stop word removal. Each runs generated on BM25 for the analysis of aspect query method. One might oppose whether the correlations we have observed in this study are high simply because the BM25 seed system performs quite well. We tested on three retrieval models including BM25 probabilistic model, Hiemstra's language model and PL2 based on Poisson estimation for randomness theory. With this experiment, a more pronounced influence appeared and the bias that BM25 model is superior on the performance so as to make the results on aspect query better than assumption turned out to be incorrect (Table 4) .
Future Implications on Medical Informatics Point of View
In the medical domain, the most frequent use of information searching is to retrieve bibliographic information. As well as the specificity of MEDLINE documents, it is needed to develop more sophisticated way of medical information retrieval. Test collection is used to evaluate the search system performance and field experts can generate the documentquery gold standard. We grounded our hypothesis that it could be possible with using multiple aspect query method on creating biomedical test collections without undue labor intensive task. We examined with the experiment on ranking systems by aspect query based gold standards generated without human experts and its correlations between rankings by assessor-judged gold standards. Finally, we expect that our verifying experiment on using multiple queries to build biomedical test collection could promote medical information retrieval research. Aspect query, as the elaboration, specification, or paraphrase of the original topic, was generated manually and focused to build document-query relevance by collection top-ranked documents from the retrieved pool. According to our experimental results, the correlations of rank orderings by judgment-free aspect qrels and by human-assessed qrel show a quite high correlations by up to 0.863, average value of 0.831 (p < 0.01). As a result, we could verify creating relevance judgments without human experts by combining the top rank documents retrieved by a number of multiple queries y reason of rank ordering of IR systems correlates highly with rankings based on human relevance judgments. It is expected to contribute medical information retrieval, evaluation study in particular.
